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Abstract
A method is introduced to study the effects of flexural deformation on the
electrical performance of thin-film lithium-ion batteries. Flexural
deformation of thin films is of interest to engineers for applications that can
be effective in conformal spaces in conjunction with multi-functional
composite laminates in structural members under mechanical deflections
such as thin airfoils used in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). A test fixture
was designed and built using rapid prototyping techniques. A baseline
reference charge/discharge cycle was initially obtained with the device in its
un-flexed state, in order to later contrast the performance of the thin-film
battery when subjected to deflections. Progressively larger deflections were
introduced to the device starting with its un-deformed state. The cord
flexure was applied in increments of 1.3% flex ratio, up to a maximum of
7.9%. At each successive increment, a complete charge/discharge cycle was
performed. Up to a flex ratio of 1.3%, no effects of mechanical flexure on
battery performance were observed, and the device performed reliably and
predictably. Failure occurred at deflections above 1.3% flex ratio.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are one of the great successes of modern
materials’ electrochemistry. They consist of a lithium-ion
intercalation negative electrode and a lithium-ion intercalation
positive electrode separated by a lithium-ion conducting
electrolyte. Over the past decade, several attempts have been
made to modify the anode, the cathode and the electrolyte in
order to obtain better performance in terms of energy storage
[1, 2].

Thin-film lithium-ion batteries have been designed and
studied since the early 1990s [3–6]. However, real interest
arose only with the development of the lithium phosphorus
oxynitride (LiPON) solid electrolyte [7–11]. These batteries
offer an excellent combination of power and energy density

and, due to thicknesses below 10 µm, they make applications
possible in multifunctional materials, i.e. in materials in
which two or more functions are performed by distinct
system components and are incorporated in a single system
to act simultaneously or sequentially. Typical examples of
applications are the electrically propelled unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) in which the integration of the batteries in
the structural material is crucial for their practical realization
[12, 13].

In view of these kind of applications, and to increase
the reliability of these systems, it is worth knowing the
relationships between the electrical properties, in particular
over charge/discharge cycles, with other parameters such as
temperature, deformation and pressure.
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Figure 1. Geometry and thickness profile (dimensions in mm).
Circles refer to the thickness in the area of active components of the
battery. Boxes refer to the thickness at the edge all around the
battery.

Above a certain temperature, there are several reactions
occurring in the electrodes that rapidly lead to the failure of
the battery. A number of studies have been carried out to
find out the relationships between the electrical behavior and
temperature [14–16], including the effect of thermal stabilizers
[17] and the modeling of the phenomenon [18].

However, while the effect of temperature has been widely
studied, no literature is available to correlate the mechanical
with the electrical performance of these batteries.

The aim of this work is to find the relationships between
the electrical properties of thin-film Li-ion batteries and
some mechanical parameters. In particular, in this work we
analyze the effect of different flexural deformations on the
charge/discharge characteristic of the battery.

Experimental details

Two sample specimens ref. no. 06030004/5, first and second
specimens respectively, were provided by Front Edge
Technologies (Baldwin Park, CA), each with dimensions of
a square of approx. 25 mm on the side. These battery cells are
currently in commercial production. The mass was found
to the 0.1922 g and 1744 g, first and second specimens
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Figure 2. Data acquisition and control flowchart diagram

respectively. The manufacturer specifications claim 1000
charge/discharge cycles up to 100% discharge, and a specific
energy of 200 Wh kg−1 without considering the packaging.
The second specimen was used to further corroborate the
results obtained with the first specimen. The geometry and
thickness profile map with dimensions in mm is shown in
figure 1. Circles refer to the thickness in the area of active
components of the battery, i.e. anode, cathode and electrolyte
plus the mica substrates. Boxes refer to the thickness at
the edge all around the battery where there are no active
components, i.e., only where there is the mica substrate and
the sealant.

Each specimen was initially subjected to three consecutive
charge/discharge cycles to establish a performance baseline
for future reference and contrast. The charge cycle was done
at a constant voltage of 4.2 VDC and a limiting current draw of
1 mA using a Keithley SourceMeter 2400 under GPIB control
of a MDS C program written specifically for this purpose. The
data acquisition and analysis flowchart is shown in figure 2.
The real-time voltage and current measured data were obtained
at 1 s intervals and logged to a text data file with cycle start/end
times, sequence, voltage and current obtained at each sampling
point. Each specimen was considered to be fully charged when
the charge current draw fell below 50 µA. Each charge cycle
was immediately followed by a full discharge at a constant
1 mA sink current. The device was considered fully discharged
when the voltage dropped to a value of 3.0 VDC. The discharge
is defined as the rated capacity C of the battery in units of mAh.
The discrete data obtained were taken to Matlab and integrated
using the trapezoidal method to obtain the battery capacity,
with the total charge/discharge adjusted for time accuracy.
The battery capacity is defined as:

C =
∫

i dt . (1)

The first three consecutive charge/discharge cycles were used
to establish a characteristic baseline profile behavior for the
battery, to be used for future reference. The radius of the
flexural curvature can be calculated from the geometry (see
figure 3), and it is useful in giving an accurate idea of the
amount of flexure introduced to the specimen:

s = rθ (2)

r − h = r cos(θ/2) (3)

where s is the known arc length, h is the known height of
the subtended cord, r and θ are the unknown variables, radius
of curvature and the arc angle in radians, respectively. The
resulting transcendental equation can be solved by iterative
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Figure 3. Arc length (s), arc cord (h), span (d) and radius of
curvature (r).
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Figure 4. Deflection sequence dependence with charge/discharge
performed at each step (units in mm). The span length, d, was
measured at a constant 19 mm.

approximation, or by using Matlab:

r = h

1 − cos s
2r

. (4)

The values for the radius of curvature for each amount of
deflection cord are given in figure 4, with the gage length
between the supports, d, taken as a constant value of 19 mm
in between the open span (see figure 3).

Due to the small size of these thin-film samples, no
standard mechanical testing equipment exists that can readily
accommodate them. An original setup fixture was designed
and fabricated by the author using a rapid prototyping
micro-machining centre (MMC) from LightMachines, Akron,
OH and SpectraCAD/CAM milling software, utilizing a
machinable wax of appropriate strength. Machining tolerances
for the fixture were kept at very low levels, to within approx.
less than 50 µm. The schematic diagram of the fixture is
shown in figure 5, and actual pictures of the built prototype in
figures 9(a) and (b). A cavity was formed to accommodate the
battery specimen, with a wedge to come down in the middle of
the specimen between the electrodes, and to the entire depth
(width) of the sample. The micrometer pushed this wedge
down to the appropriate cord depth h. Electrical contacts to
the battery were established using a conductive rubber (Zoflex,
CD45.1-6S-2) and the electrical signals were taken to the
SourceMeter using a flexible conductive copper tape. The
conductive foam electrical contacts between the battery and
leads may contribute to some energy dissipation. However,
due to the very low thin-film thickness of the electrodes
(100 nm) and the dynamic character of the experiment, the
foam contact was found to be both more durable and reliable.

Wedge & Micrometer

- + 

h 

Cathode Anode 

19

25

Figure 5. Fixture diagram. The wedge extends to the entire depth of
the specimen.

Figure 6. Three-point bending. The wedge extends to the entire
depth of the specimen.

The wedge was made to protrude into the middle of the
specimen with a digital micrometer (Mitutoyo) by dialling
in the appropriate cord depth of deflection after the wedge was
set in contact with the surface of the sample. A combined
cycle of deflections was introduced, starting at 0.25 mm cord
depth and resetting to 0.0 mm, increasing next to 0.5 mm,
resetting to 0.0 mm and so on, up to a maximum of 1.5 mm
and resetting to zero. At each stage, a full charge and discharge
was performed with the conditions outlined earlier. The
reasons behind this approach were to observe the change in
charge/discharge characteristics of each progressive deflection
introduced to the thin film, and next bring the specimen back
to its initial un-flexed condition to compare the changes that
might have occurred in between the two states, in a sequence-
dependent mode (see figure 4). The ratio of the cord height
h to the constant span length d is defined in this work as a
flexural percentage δ, or flex ratio, as follows:

δ = h

d
× 100%. (5)

The maximum cord depth limit was established at 1.5 mm
following a three-point flexure bending test on an independent
sample done on an Instron 4411 with Series IX software,
equipped with a 50 N load cell (see figure 6). The load–
displacement curve revealed a transition from elastic to plastic
behavior at around slightly over 1.5 mm cord displacement.
Therefore, the decision not to overshoot the transition
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Figure 7. Three-point bending displacement/load diagram.
Deflections were kept within the elastic region for all the specimens.

limit between the elastic–plastic region of the curve was
established (see figure 7). Young’s modulus was found to be
107 GPa, close to the value found in the literature for silicon
at 107 GPa, and silicon dioxide at 94 GPa. The yield strength
was found to be 80 MPa, also in the 50–100 MPa range found
in the literature for silicon dioxide. The values above were
attributed mostly to the mica (muscovite) substrate mechanical
properties. While the dimensional profile structure of the
battery is not entirely symmetrical, the active components
(anode, electrolyte and cathode) are very thin relative to the
mica substrate, the latter having the same thickness on either
side. Furthermore, the battery’s active components are located
around the N.A. (neutral axis), thus the deformation and
stress variation between anode and cathode was assumed to
be negligible. Therefore, the behavior of the battery was not
expected to differ significantly either way the deflections were
to be applied (see figure 8). One of the most useful electrical
performance metrics for multifunctional-structure applications
is the Ragone plot, which correlates the specific energy
(energy/mass) with the specific discharge (power/mass), or
energy density (energy/volume) with the discharge power
density (power/volume). However, the scheme presented
in this work is a more complex system because it accounts

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Flexure fixture: (a) open w/specimen installed (b) closed w/specimen installed, electrical connections to the sourcemeter,
measurement connections to the computer, and deflection micrometer.
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Applied Deflection

2 
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3 

Figure 8. Specimen schematic layer diagram. Scale is approximate.
(1) Sealant 5 µm (mica substrate bends slightly at the edge);
(2) active component layer: anode (Li-ion 5 µm thick, LiPON
electrolyte 2 µm thick, lithium cobalt oxide cathode 5 µm thick,
respectively); (3) mica substrate 70 µm thick. The wedge used to
apply the deflections extends to the entire depth of the specimen.

for one more extra variable, i.e., deflection, in addition to
the other three variables, time, current and voltage. Hence,
each point on the Ragone curve would equal the irreversible
destruction of the sample associated with its point on the
curve, after a certain deflection were to be reached. This
irreversible damage point is not known a priori. Therefore,
the metric of choice for this work was selected as the capacity
charge/discharge. The charge/discharge current of 1 mA used
in this work corresponds to an approx. average 2.5 C rate
(1 mA/0.4 mAh), which is more severe than the commonly
used 1 C nominal charge/discharge rate found in the literature.
However, this charge/discharge rate is within the normal
design operating parameters for this type of batteries, which
can accept charge/discharge rates higher than what is normally
expected without suffering damage.

Results and discussion

For the three initial baseline profile charge/discharge cycles,
the mean baseline profile charge for the first specimen was
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Figure 10. Baseline for three charge/discharge cycles with 0.0 mm
deflection for second specimen 06030005 (left bar is charge, right
bar is discharge).

calculated to be 0.3875 mAh, and mean discharge was found
to be 0.3840 mAh. The mean charge/discharge standard
deviation for the three baseline cycles for the first specimen
(06030004) was found to be less than 1%, for both charge and
discharge. Concurrently, the mean baseline profile charge for
the second specimen (06030005) was found to be 0.3882 mAh,
and for discharge 0.3856 mAh. The baseline charge/discharge
profile’s standard deviation for the three cycles for the second
specimen was found to be less than 0.2%, for both charge and
discharge (see figure 10). For both specimens, the difference
in input charge versus the output discharge, the later taken as
the effective capacity of the battery, denotes that only a small
amount of energy loss or hysteresis occurred. This loss of
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Figure 11. Combined cycle for sample 06030004: (a) charge (left bar) and discharge (right bar) at each flex ratio; (b) plotted in line mode to
illustrate hysteresis.

energy is due to electrochemical losses inside the battery due
to internal resistance and chemical changes, and is transformed
into heat and other losses.

The results of the combined cycle for the first specimen
are shown in figure 11. The data have been plotted twice
in different forms for clarity, both bar and line form. The
line graph shows the hysteresis of the charge/discharge cycles
more clearly, while the bar graph is better at depicting
the contrast between the amount of charge/discharge. For
deflections up to 0.5 mm per 19 mm span length equivalent
to 2.6% flex ratio, the charge/discharge rates obtained were
considered within the performance parameters of the baseline
profile and standard deviation. Introduced flex ratios of over
3.9% equivalent to a cord depth of 0.75 mm per 19 mm
span length resulted in an erratic charge/discharge behavior
below the baseline profile parameters obtained earlier, with low
discharge capacities observed at 0% flexure immediately after
3.9% flexure, and at 5.3% flexure or 1.25 mm cord, and with
a large amount of hysteresis that can be seen for these points,
i.e., a substantially larger amount of energy went into charge
than what it was obtained in discharge. This phenomenon
can be explained by invoking the presence of some failure
in the sealant and/or in the mica shell of the battery. This
occurrence would cause the entrance of oxygen into the device
with rapid oxidation of the inner pure Li-ion component layer
and consequent quick failure [20]. A deeper analysis of the
failure mechanism is beyond the primary aim of this work and
will be the object of a future study. The anode lithium side
of this specimen with a uniform silvery shinny color turned
almost completely black within a few days, as the result of
the oxidation of the lithium anode (figure 12(a)), and the
battery did not take any further charges. In figure 12(b), a OM
micrograph is shown of one as-received specimen, identical to
the other test specimens, used only for the purpose to show the
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Figure 12. After 7.9% flexure: (a) sample 06030004 showing black oxidized anode lithium layer; (b) sample 06060002 showing good
anode lithium layer; (c) sample 06030004 OM micrograph region near battery edge showing mica breakage ports; (d) sample 06030005
showing mica/sealant breakage that ultimately led to oxidation and failure.
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Figure 13. Combined cycle for sample 06030005: (a) charge (left bar) and discharge (right bar) at each flex ratio; (b) plotted in line mode to
illustrate hysteresis.

contrast between oxidized and non-oxidized specimens. This
specimen 06060002 was not used in the testing. The breakage
of the substrate and sealant is shown with optical microscope
micrographs (OM Olympus BX41) in figure 12(c), where open
ports to ambient atmospheric air and humidity can clearly be
seen through the mica substrate.

The results for the combined cycle for the second
specimen (06030005) are shown in figure 13. For deflections

up to 0.25 mm per 19 mm span length equivalent to 1.3%
flexure, the charge/discharge rates obtained were considered
within the performance parameters of the baseline profile and
standard deviation. Introduced flexures of 2.6% equivalent
to a cord depth of 0.5 mm and greater up to 7.9% flex
ratio resulted in an erratic charge/discharge behavior below
the baseline profile parameters obtained earlier, with low
discharge capacities observed at 0% flexure immediately after
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Figure 14. Charge/discharge diagram for specimen 06030005 in the combined cycle: (a) first charge at start with 0% flexure; (b) followed
by discharge at start with 0% flexure; (c) charge with 3.9% flexure; (d) discharge at 3.9% flexure; (e) charge at the end with 0% flexure;
(f ) discharge at the end 0% flexure, and immediately after 7.9% flexure.

1.3% flexure, and at 0% flexure immediately after 2.6%
flexure, with a large amount of hysteresis that can be seen
for these points, i.e., a substantially larger amount of energy
went into charge than what was obtained during discharge.
This also is attributed to cracks and direct circuit current paths
between the anode, solid electrolyte and cathode, and its causes
are not the object of this study. There was no visible black
oxidation of the anode lithium side on this specimen even
after several weeks, and the battery continued to take charges
at 0% flexure, albeit at the much lower rates shown on the
extreme right side of figure 13. The condition of the substrate
and sealant is shown with optical microscope micrographs
(OM Olympus BX41) in figure 12(d). Ultimately, after the
7.9% flexure point this specimen lithium anode layer also
quickly oxidized to the point of failure, and did not take further
charges. Figure 14(a) shows the charge cycle for the second
specimen at the beginning of the flexure cycle and prior to
being flexed. As soon as constant charge of 1 mA starts at
time zero, the initial 3.905 VDC voltage of the discharged
specimen started to slowly rise to the limiting 4.2 VDC. When

this value was reached in approx. 700 s, the current started
to drop, and when it reached 50 µA in approx. 1200 s the
specimen was considered fully charged. The integration of
the discrete data over the total time gave the capacity of
the device as being 0.3876 mAh. Figure 14(b) shows the
discharge immediately following the preceding charge, with
initial voltage of 4.194 VDC close to the maximum operating
voltage for these specimens. At a constant discharge current
of 1 mA, the voltage quickly drops to below 4 VDC, where it
remains a slope of slow voltage drop until it reaches approx.
3.8 VDC at approx. 1200 s, at which point the voltage quickly
drops to 3.0 VDC and the specimen was considered to be
fully discharged. The discharge, equal to the capacity of
the device, was calculated to be 0.3867 mAh. Figure 14(c)
shows the same specimen being charged after being imposed
a flexure of 3.9%, and after the previous steps as described
earlier in the sequence-dependent progression (see figure 4),
approx. in the middle of the combined flexure sequence
cycle. Compared to the first step cycle with zero deflection
just described, charge time increased by approx. 15% and
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the charge amount increased by 4%. In figure 14(d), the
discharge time immediately following was 30% smaller, and
the discharge capacity was also 29% less when compared to
the baseline profile. Figure 14(e) shows the last charge in the
combined cycle with zero flexure and completely discharged
from the previous cycle, with an initial voltage of 3.908 VDC
rapidly increasing to the limiting voltage of 4.2 VDC.
Similarly, the charging current rapidly decreases, and when
it reached 50 µA, the specimen was fully charged requiring
approx. 1200 s, and with an applied charge of approx. 50%
when compared with the baseline profile done earlier. In
figure 14(f ), the initial voltage at the start is at 4.128 VDC,
when it rapidly decreased to a short plateau at around 3.8 VDC,
and it reached the discharge voltage of 3.0 VDC in 600 s,
approx. in 46% the time it took as compared to the baseline
profile. Likewise, the discharge capacity for this step was
calculated at 46% when compared to the capacity for the initial
baseline profile, which is significantly less. A pattern similar
to the preceding was also found for the second specimen, and
the plots shown in figures 14(a)–(f ) are characteristic for both
samples.

Conclusions

Up to a deflection of 0.25 mm cord per linear 19 mm
span length equivalent to a flex ratio of 1.3%, the thin-
film battery specimens investigated operated reliably and
predictably at normal specifications corresponding to those
obtained with the baseline profile. It seems to the authors
safe to state that these thin films will operate well under
those conditions for long periods of time, albeit a longer
period of testing should be undertaken for mission critical
applications. For deflections greater than 1.3% flex ratio,
anomalies in the charge/discharge cycle will certainly occur,
and lower charge/discharge capacities can be expected. These
are attributed at this point to cracks in the microstructure of
the thin films, dis-aggregation of the solid-state electrolyte
LiPON, breakage of the mica substrate as shown in figures 9(c)
and (d). Further evidence as to the causes of damage to
the mica substrate and the battery microstructure cannot be
determined at this time, and it will be the object of future
investigation. Utilizing different substrates and sealants with
better flexural properties able to withstand the larger amounts
of flex ratios that were introduced in the experiments done here
would alleviate the causes of failure and make these devices
capable of a much broader range of applications where flexural
conditions are required. In a subsequent work, the effect of
pressure on the same device types will be investigated to study
its relationships with the electrical performance.
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